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ventilation and during windless
periods there mightbe too little.

The solutionmustb¿ to
c on trc l'rßltration$y sealing the
buildingas tightly as possible,
introducing ve¡itilation in a

controlted manner when and
wùere it is needed.

There are several ways of
achieving controlled yentilation,
and either natural ventilation or
mechanlôal systems ca$ be used
ás the basis of their operation.

Natural ventilation relies on
wind pressures or the stack
effectgeneratedby the
difference between indoor and

to supply
air to a natural ventilation system
which relies on the stack effect.
This system uses vertical ducts
connecting the kitchen and
bath¡uonr to a ridge vent to
ensurea background whole -

house ventilation rate ofabout
3

the

how designers can meet
thcneed foradequate
ventilation without
wasting excessive energY.

the hct that most ofus sPend as
much as 907a of our time inside
buildinæ.

The reason is that older,
leakier, buildings usuallY Provide
more than enough air for
adequate ventilation. But, as the
need to save energy has grown in
importance, so has the
recognition that airtightness is a
very cost-effectìve waY of saving
money,

Fortuitous air infiltration in
buildings is beingcut to a
minimum, making it essential to
give careful thought to
alternative ways of providing

outdoor temperatures.
Mechanical svstems use fans and
ductwork to push the åíraround
thehouse' 't ! llt J' ;--- 
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opening windows {orventilation 
.

in winter is hardly satisfactory.
Typically an open kitchen '

window will allorv rlentilation
rates anywhere between 6 and
15 air changes an hour.

Better'control can be achieved
by,using slidingdouble glazing.
But generally something more
subtle than the ogen window is
required. \

Trickle vèntilators, built into
the window head or theglazing
itself, are norv becomihg'a more
common solution for còntrolled
natsral ventilation. An Energy
Efficiency Demonstration
Project has looked at their use in
housing at Abertridwr. The
project was monitored by the
Welsh School t¡f .\rchitecture at
UWIST and thê results indicate
that the use of the Titon trickle
ventilators does reduce window
opening. And condensation
problems were significantly
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air changes per

vapour barriers,
with high
seáls and so on, it

that infiltration rates can
to even lr¡wér levels.

at such lowair change
there is a real danger

to a build-up
resultifig in
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an rncrease ln
s, such as radonr".
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December 1983). Ventilatron rs

by far the easiest way to combat
these problems.
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VBNTILATION IryITH ENERGY SAVING
25() W(amountingto
15ü) kWh/year). Butthis loss
canbe reduced if the ventilation
air is introduced to the house via
a passive solar conservatory.
The conservatory can be used to
preheat the ventilation air in
winter and add to summertime
ventilation (se e B uilding I
February 1985).

As the awareness of
condensation and indoor air
pollution has grown, a number of
firms have introduced product
ranges specifically to deal with

the problem.
For example, Vent Axia has

set up an indoor air pollution unit,
advising on the need for
adequate ventilation, while
Willan Building Services has
promoted the use ofpassive
systems, requiring the minimum
amount of tenant involvement,
with its Passivent range, the first
elements of which were launched
last April.

The full system willcomprise
adjustable through-wall
ventilators with telescopic

Ventilation options

Option Controllability
Cost excluding
installation

Natu¡al
Openingwindows
Trickle ventilators
Passive system

Mechanical
Extract fan
Heatrecovery unit
Whole-house heat recovely

Poor
Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Good

s110
r150

ç1000

lo
s60
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The option open to designers to tackle indoor air pollution range from passive
ventilation devices, like these (¿áoa¿) to be introduced shortly by Willan, to
whoþ-house ventilation of the type offered byAldes ventilation, rvhich
incorporates a rtxrf heat exchanger.
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sleeves (B uildins 17 May, page
97) which act as air inlets, with
extractor vents sited in the
ceilings of kitchens and
batlirooms. These discharge
through a roof vent incorporating
a mechanical fan terminal.

A range ofwindow and
window head vents is soon to be
added to the system, as well as
speiial louvered ventilators
meeting the British Gas
Council's ventilation
requirements.

With ventilation remaining a

complex fìeld of building science,
Willan went to the University of
Manchester Institute of Science
and Technology for help in
developing Passivent.

Mechanical systems
Because the performance of
natural systems relies on
variable weather conditions,
some people may feel inclined to
invest in a mechanical system
which can guarantee a
predictable air change rate at the
flick of a switch.

The most basic system is a
simple wall orwindow fan. These
can be sited in the
moisture-producing bathrooms
and kitchens and be selected to
grve 5-15 aclhr in lhose rooms.
Such simple systems have
several disadvantages: they rely
on someone remembering to
switchthemon; theycan
represent a large heat loss if they
are left running; and in very well
sealed houses, their intermittent
use may not produce the
background ventilation need to
avoid the build-up of indoor
pollutants.

Switching can be controlled by
a humidistat which srvitches the
fan on al a pre-set humidity level.
This is a good idea, but the
position of the humidistat needs
careful consideration because its
characteristics will alter if it is
coated with grease from cooking
(extract fans able to melt offthe
grease have been successfully
tested by rhe GLC).

It is, however, more difficult
to maintain a satisfactory
background ventilation rate and
avoid excessive heat losses with
simple extract systems.

Heatrecovery
The next logical step is to supply
controllable mechanical
ventilation, avoiding excessive
vcntilation hcat losscs by
introducing heat recovery.

This can be done locally using
a heat recovery room ventilator
such as the one manufactured by
Toshiba. This uses a plate heat
exchanger to transfer the heat in
the exhaust air to lhe supply air

drawn from outside. These
localised units have a quoted
efficiency of around 60-807a and
cost in the region ofS150. But
while these heat recovery units
deal with the problems of
excessive localised heat loss,
there still remains the issue of
providing a satisfactory
wþole-house ventilation rate.

In very well sealed, highly
insulated buildings with
infiltration rates below 0.2 aclhr,
it makes sense to provide a

whole-house heat recovery
ventilation system. These
systems use air extracted from
kitchens and bathrooms to
pre-heat fresh air supplied to
living rooms and bedrooms.
Added sophistication, in the
Greenwood Airvac system for
example, allows air to be
suppliedjust to living areas for
pre-set times during the day
(larger cross-flow heat
exchangers can give heat
recovery effìciencies of around
70%).

These whole-house systems
cost about S1000 (excluding
installation costs). This sounds a
high cost but if the system is
used for heating as well, then the
cost of a wet central heating
system is reduced considerably.

But to provide heating using
the very small air flow rates
involved (whole-house
ventilation rates of
0.5-1.0 ac,trr) implies that the
heating load must be very low.

This system is to be used on
new super-insulated houses
which are being built at Milton
Keynes. They use a Finnish
timber-frame system with an
integral vapour barrier and high
performance triple glazing.
Infiltration rates are expected to
be less than 0.1 aclhr. A Bahco
whole-house ventilation system
will supply 0. 75 aclhr with heat
recovery from exhaust ai¡.

The high levels of insulation
(300 mm loft insulation, 180 mm
in the walls, 100 mm in the floor
and triple-glazed " Kappafloat"
windows) have reduced the
space heating load to a mere
2 kw.

Predictions carried out by the
Research in Building Group at
the Polytechnic of Central
London estimate that the heating
costs for these houses will be
less than S40 a year. Compared
with a conventional house this
rcprcscnts a saving ofaround
5260 ayear, which suggests that
using highly insulated,
well-sealed buildings with
controlled heat recovery
ventilation may well be the way
forward for low energy house
design.


